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the experience of my “first times”
- first flight alone
- abroad alone
- living by trusting on my English only
- living with an unknown family like a little girl
- (and much more…)



my first “erasmus”!
Until that moment I thought that “erasmus” was an 

experience only for young students, but... it is for old 
teachers too!!!



I met very good teachers from different European countries.

Adela from CzecH Republic

Susanne and Kathrine 
from Germany



Bérangère from France

Irene and Andrès from Spain

Germana and Elisabetta from Italy



And we had a really 
prepared and motivated 
teacher: Mrs Diana Hicks



My first flight alone What happens if I 
give up everything 

and... I go back 
home... now?!?!



for the first time… 
abroad.    alone!!!

I stayed a week in Cheltenham, 
a beautiful spa town, 

Gloucestershire, England



regency buildings



Montpellier gardens



the promenade



In Cheltenham there is a very exclusive boarding school  for girls.
girls come from all over the world.

  daughters of very rich families or very famous people.



The first time living by trusting on my “fabulous” English 
only!

De buuk 
is ander 
de teibol

I was sure I wasn’t able to come 
back home!
With my English, instead of in 
Italy, I was sure to arrive in… 
Botswana!



The first time I lived with a family I didn’t know….   

My “English family”: Yen, Stuart (my classmate 
Bérangère) and… the gorgeous LEE!!!!



… in a typical English house!  

Hyde lodge



In front of the Racecourse 
where the Cheltenham Festival takes place, one of the 
most important horse races in the United Kingdom.



the first time I tested the typical English 
weather!



     The first time that my postcards, posted in the oldest 
mailbox of the city, took three months to arrive at their 
destination (passing through the Philippines!)



The first time I tasted new foods....

… Japanese...



… and English, of course, but...

.... not fish and 
chips!!!



     The first time I saw a theatrical show in English!

and I discovered that in the English theaters you can eat and drink in the 
parterre! the masks, beside the stage, sell drinks, ice-creams and snacks!



  The first time I hired a car, with a czech classmate,  that 
drives right!



… to go and visit one of the most beautiful English villages: 
Bibury



  But it was my first time in Burford...   



  … and in Oxford, too!







It was a great “first time” and
I really hope that there will be a… 

second time!!!


